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 I am adding my two cents worth into their articles.

	
 From what I have found in the books left over from back then is the Williams “8905
Special” 7/8" and “8907A” 1 1/8" Superrenches are the one's that were used.  The thing that I
don't know is that according to my catalog # 201 (no date) says that it's Extreme Length, Approx.
is 12" and the one I have is 14" the same as “8907A”.  I was under the impression from what I
was told by the old timers that worked at LPE Co., they would get the shipment wrenches in, cut
and grind them.  I am sure the 8905 wrenches were ordered special.

	
 The number 40 wrench is the most interesting one, at least I think it is because it started in
the 1930s when they were manufacturing the Extension Disc.  The photo doesn't show but there
is a slot in the big end that would slip onto an adjustment lever in the vertical position and when
not in use it could be removed then positioned on the same adjustment lever into the slot you can
see to make it horizontal missing the low hanging limbs in the orchard.  It also has a square on
the side you can't see that is the size of the nut for securing the blades.

	
 The L shaped lug wrench “Williams 271D 1 1/8 Special” was bought by Northwest
Equipment Co. to go with each Rotary Tiller to tighten the rotor.  We added the little bend in it so
it would miss the blades.  One was sent out with each tiller until we ran out and I can't remember
getting any more in.
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